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VERSION 1 - REVIEW 

REVIEWER David F Heigener, MD 
LungenClinic Grosshansdorf  
Grosshansdorf  
Germany 
 
Honorarium for speeches from Pfizer, Lilly, Roche, BMS, Novartis 
,Boehringer. and Astra Zeneca  
Advisory role for Roche, Lilly, Boehringer and Pfizer  
No other COI. 

REVIEW RETURNED 12-Jun-2014 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS This is an analysis of the correlation of HRQoL and PFS done 
retropsectively in two different cohorts (one tx-naive, one heavily 
pretreated).  
The Aim is to show, that PFS is relevant for HRQoL because only 
the latter is taken into account by regulatory authorities regarding 
reimbursement (at least in Germany).  
The paper is biased by the fact, that the first author is an employee 
of the manufacturer.  
However, these biases are adressed in the author section and in the 
discussion.  
It should be pointed out, that the HRQoL-Benefit is indeed only 
small, just reaching relevance (-4.24 in LL1 and -4.56 in LL3) takiong 
a threshold of 4 for EORTC QLQ30. The value for the differences of 
the other scales are not discussed.  
Minor Comments: Figure 1a and 1b are the same; as a clinician; I 
cannot really comment on the appropriateness of the statistical 
model.  
It is stated, that maybe not always the QLQ was filled BEFORE 
disclosure of the PFS to the patient (which is of paramount 
importance for the validity of the data). Could the authors estimate, 
which percentage of patients maybe filled the form afterwards? If 
not, this problem should be discussed. 

 

REVIEWER Janice Pogue 
McMaster University, Canada 

REVIEW RETURNED 11-Jul-2014 
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GENERAL COMMENTS This paper demonstrates the association between progression-free 
survival and quality of life in two lung cancer trials, with two 
variations in progression definition (independent review and 
investigator assessment), and using two different statistical modeling 
techniques.  
The paper does demonstrate that an association exists, but this 
message is not presented in as clear a manner as it should be. 
These analyses are performed and presented in two trials 
separately, with no effort to pool the data together. Since one could 
reasonably analyze these trials together to arrive at more precise 
estimates, the authors need to explain the rationale behind their 
choice. The same issue exists with the choice of including both the 
ANCOVA and longitudinal models. Why analyze these data two 
different ways? I think that there are reasons for presenting both, but 
the authors need to explain this to their readers. Similarly it would 
also help the reader to have some discussion of why both 
independent review and investigator assessment progression are 
both presented. Again this likely very reasonable to present for 
tumor progression, but you need to explain this.  
I assume that once a patient progresses they are then censored 
from each analysis, so that what is presented is an analysis of first 
progression only. It would be helpful to state this clearly.  
Since missing data are always important for longitudinal studies, the 
authors should present a table or graph of number of patient at risk 
(alive and progression free) and the proportion with progression and 
quality of life assessment measured at each time point. Readers 
need to be able to assess the likelihood that estimates found later in 
the trial may be biased due to missing data.  
Details are missing as to the covariance structures assumed and the 
statistical programming language used.  
The figures containing multiple lines with arrows are confusing. 
These require some explanation. 

 

VERSION 1 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

Comments from David F Heigener, MD: Institution and Country LungenClinic Grosshansdorf, 

Grosshansdorf, Germany  

 

This is an analysis of the correlation of HRQoL and PFS done retrospectively in two different cohorts 

(one tx-naive, one heavily pretreated). The aim is to show, that PFS is relevant for HRQoL because 

only the latter is taken into account by regulatory authorities regarding reimbursement (at least in 

Germany). The paper is biased by the fact, that the first author is an employee of the manufacturer. 

However, these biases are addressed in the author section and in the discussion.  

 

It should be pointed out, that the HRQoL-Benefit is indeed only small, just reaching relevance (-4.24 

in LL1 and -4.56 in LL3) takiong a threshold of 4 for EORTC QLQ30. The value for the differences of 

the other scales are not discussed.  

 

Response: We have added the following text to address this comment: “For the EQ5D UK Utility and 

EQ VAS scores changes of 0.06–0.11 points and 7–12 points, respectively, have been suggested to 

represent a minimally important difference (Luo, 2010 and Pickard, 2007), although there is no 

established consensus on how best to determine the minimally important difference in HRQoL 

measures (Luo, 2010). Using these values as a guide, some of the changes observed in our study 

should be considered clinically meaningful.”  
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Minor Comments: Figure 1a and 1b are the same; as a clinician; I cannot really comment on the 

appropriateness of the statistical model.  

 

Response: Thank you for noticing this error which has now been corrected.  

 

It is stated, that maybe not always the QLQ was filled BEFORE disclosure of the PFS to the patient 

(which is of paramount importance for the validity of the data). Could the authors estimate, which 

percentage of patients maybe filled the form afterwards? If not, this problem should be discussed.  

 

Response: As stated in the revised methods, “The protocol for both studies required that patients 

completed HRQoL questionnaires in the clinic using an electronic portable data capture tool before 

they were provided with any test results by their treating physicians or any other health professional.” 

As such, we believe that this would have been the case for the majority of patients. However, whether 

this occurred, or not, was not recorded in either study and as such we do not know the percentage of 

patients that may have completed HRQoL questionnaires after being provided with other test results. 

We have kept the comment in the discussion which addresses this point as a limitation.  

 

Comments from Janice Pogue, Institution and Country McMaster University, Canada  

 

This paper demonstrates the association between progression-free survival and quality of life in two 

lung cancer trials, with two variations in progression definition (independent review and investigator 

assessment), and using two different statistical modelling techniques. The paper does demonstrate 

that an association exists, but this message is not presented in as clear a manner as it should be.  

 

Response: We believe that this message is made clear in both the conclusion of the abstract and the 

„Article Summary‟ which states “Our analyses demonstrate that progression-free survival is associated 

with better HRQoL in patients with NSCLC” as a key message.  

 

 

These analyses are performed and presented in two trials separately, with no effort to pool the data 

together. Since one could reasonably analyze these trials together to arrive at more precise 

estimates, the authors need to explain the rationale behind their choice.  

 

Response: As noted by David Heigener in his reviewer comments, this was a retrospective analysis of 

data from in two different clinical cohorts of patients; patients with stage IIIB (with pleural effusion) or 

stage IV adenocarcinoma who had received previous treatment with one or two lines of cytotoxic 

chemotherapy (LUX-Lung 1) and treatment-naïve patients with advanced EGFR mutation positive 

NSCLC (LUX-Lung 3). As such, pooled analysis of the study populations was not considered clinically 

appropriate.  

 

The same issue exists with the choice of including both the ANCOVA and longitudinal models. Why 

analyze these data two different ways? I think that there are reasons for presenting both, but the 

authors need to explain this to their readers.  

 

Response: Two different statistical analysis methods were used in order to assess the strength of the 

findings. This has been made clear in the introduction and the discussion (page 15) discusses the 

differences between the models in more detail.  

 

Similarly it would also help the reader to have some discussion of why both independent review and 

investigator assessment progression are both presented. Again this likely very reasonable to present 

for tumor progression, but you need to explain this.  
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Response: Independent review is regarded as the most conservative approach for the assessment of 

progression as recommended in RECIST guidelines (Eisenhauer, 2009 and Therasse, 2000). As 

such, both studies included independent review as well as investigator assessment in their study 

protocols. In LUX-Lung 3, PFS by independent review was the primary endpoint.  

 

We have added these points to the manuscript. In addition we have removed the investigator 

assessment results from the ANOCOVA model from the main manuscript and added this as a 

supplemental figure. For the longitudinal analysis, we have reported both independent review and 

investigator assessment in the manuscript as it is interesting that progression effects were 

consistently numerically higher when evaluated by investigator assessment than when evaluated by 

independent review. We have also added this point to the results.  

 

I assume that once a patient progresses they are then censored from each analysis, so that what is 

presented is an analysis of first progression only. It would be helpful to state this clearly.  

 

Response: For patients who progressed, only the first HRQoL assessment was used; after that they 

were censored for future timepoints. In the longitudinal analysis, all HRQoL assessments at, or after 

progression, were used but were censored at the start of any new anti-cancer therapy. In the 

longitudinal analysis, all HRQoL assessments at, or after progression, were used but were censored 

at the start of any new anti-cancer therapy. These statements have now been added to the methods 

section of the manuscript under the statistical analysis sub-heading.  

 

Since missing data are always important for longitudinal studies, the authors should present a table or 

graph of number of patient at risk (alive and progression free) and the proportion with progression and 

quality of life assessment measured at each time point. Readers need to be able to assess the 

likelihood that estimates found later in the trial may be biased due to missing data.  

 

Response: We thank the reviewer for raising this important point; the amount of missing data are 

always important in longitudinal analyses and the presence and pattern of missing data (which is 

often not missing at random) is an important consideration in analyses such as ours reported here. 

We acknowledge this in the discussion of study limitations.  

 

Full details of compliance with HRQoL questionnaires has been reported previously in the original 

reports of HRQoL findings from LUX-Lung 1 (Hirsh et al 2013) and LUX-Lung 3 (Yang et al 2013). In 

both trials, compliance with questionnaire completion was high over the duration of treatment in each 

trial (LUX-Lung 1, 65%–100%; LUX-Lung 3, >90%) which helps to reduce concern of bias due to 

missing data. Furthermore, both studies extensively evaluated the impact of missing data through 

sensitivity analyses and found that differences in HRQoL questionnaire completion was unlikely to 

bias the findings of either study.  

 

We have revised the discussion to further address the reviewers comment.  

 

Details are missing as to the covariance structures assumed and the statistical programming 

language used.  

 

Response: For the longitudinal model, the covariance structure was not explicitly specified as in this 

model a covariance structure is implied by the inclusion of random effects for intercept and slope.  

Statistical programming was carried out using S-Plus. This has been added to the manuscript.  

 

The figures containing multiple lines with arrows are confusing. These require some explanation.  
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Response: Arrows indicate the direction of the mean change from baseline for Global health 

status/QoL, EQ-5D utility and VAS scores in patients with and without progression at each 

assessment week. This explanation has been added to the figure legend. 
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